Dasco Weapon Storage is the most versatile, adjustable and future compatible weapon storage system that is available today. 100% of the engineering, design, production, painting, inspections and packaging is done by our employees and under our roof. For a trained weapon storage specialist in your area, please contact us at info@ddp-iwsp.com

**Ultimate FLEXIBILITY**
Store any combination of weapon types in the IWSP system. No need to separate your weapons for storage in the same rack, cabinet or panel system. If your weapon inventory changes, simply ACCOMMODATE the change in minutes with your system components. If your inventory increases, simply ADD on to your existing system in a matter of minutes.

**Space Efficient**
No other system offers such high-density storage of all different types of firearms in such a small floor space. All IWSP Systems can be used on mobile carriage systems for even higher space efficiency.

**Interchangeable Components**
All IWSP components are interchangeable with whatever system you choose. Components are easy to remove and install for all our weapon storage systems.

**Designed for all Locations**
IWSP provides the best weapon storage solutions in Armories, Tactical Vehicles, Containers, Shipboard, Air Transport, Evidence Areas and many others.
**EWR** is designed to be the most modular and versatile storage system that will accommodate virtually any weapon. Used in secure areas such as armories or vaults on a large or small scale. This unique system is available in heights of 50”H (1270mm) up to 118”H (2997mm) as standard, with two standard widths 34” (864mm) & 40” (1016mm). Choose from SINGLE sided or DOUBLE sided racks and sections to develop and design your own system. For the complete list of components, visit our website: [www.ddp-iwsp.com](http://www.ddp-iwsp.com)
Secure Storage of:

- Pistols & Revolvers
- Carbines & Bullpups
- Rifles
- Shotguns
- Machine Guns
- Spare Barrels
- Bolt assemblies
- Gas Guns
- Grenade Launchers
- .50 Cal M2
- Mortars
- Carl Gustav
- Training Weapons
- Bayonets/Knives
- Radios
- Helmets & Gear
- Ammo boxes & Mags
- NVG’s & Optics
- Handcuffs

The above is a partial list only. New components are designed on a continuing basis and we recommend you visit our website for updates. www.ddp-iwsp.com
Stackable Weapon Racks

SWR’s with swing gates are designed to stand alone, bolted or stacked, side by side or back to back. All racks and lockers have built in carry handles, cable eyelets and IWSP panel that accepts all components. To view the full list of components, please visit www.ddp-iwsp.com or call our experienced weapon storage specialists.

- **STACKABLE**
- **VERSATILE**
- **COMPATIBLE**
- **ADJUSTABLE**
EW Expandable Weapon Racks

SW Stackable Weapon Racks

BWR Bi-Fold Gate Weapon Racks

Perforated Bi-Fold Gates

Heavy Duty All Steel Components

Lock Mechanism on Both Gates

IWSP Weapon Panel

Heavy Duty Shelves

Optional ABLOY® Keylock

Built in Carry Handle

Heavy Duty Support Base

Storage Components for virtually all weapon types
Our Bi-Fold Gate Weapon Racks have all the same great features as our swing gate rack but we have added space saving Bi-Fold Gates. When aisle space and mobility are a problem, the new Bi-Fold gates save you more than 31% in floor space.

**Features included:**
- Stackable
- Adjustable Butt stop
- Accepts all IWSP components
- Perforated Security Gates
- Built in Carry Handles

- All Steel Welded Frames
- Built to last
- Space Saving Bi-Fold Security Gates
- Bolt to floor • Bolt side to side • Bolt back to back

**4 STANDARD HEIGHTS**

- 48” (48”H x 42”W x 15”D) (1219 x 1067 x 381mm)
- 48” (Stacked) (96”H x 42”W x 15”D) (2438 x 1067 x 381mm)
- 64.5” (64.5”H x 42”W x 15”D) (1638 x 1067 x 381mm)
- 72” (72”H x 42”W x 15”D) (1829 x 1067 x 381mm)
- 84” (84”H x 42”W x 15”D) (2133 x 1067 x 381mm)
Weapon Storage Cabinets

Designed for secure storage of virtually any size Carbine, Rifle, Shotgun, Pistol, Taser etc. Each Cabinet is equipped with an All-Steel, bi-parting, tambour door that comes complete with a tubular lock and built-in padlock security bar. Utilizing the Inner security gates, compartments, heavy duty drawers and dozens of components, you can build your own WSC just the way you want it. There is no assembly required, all WSCs are shipped complete and ready to use when they arrive.

- **WSC** available in 4 Standard Heights
- The optional INNER SECURITY GATES are available in 4 Standard Heights
- The optional WEAPONS BACK PANELS are available in 4 Standard Heights
- Secures weapons of all types (Can accommodate weapons with scopes and accessories)
- All WSC are **36” Wide** (914mm) x **22” Deep** (559mm)

72” H (1829mm) **WSC** shown with 20 Carbines

60” H (1524mm)  
66” H (1676mm)  
72” H (1829mm)  
83” H (2108mm)
Weapon Storage Cabinets are available in 60, 66, 72 & 83” heights. Choose from Hand Gun Compartments, M4/C8 Rifle Drawers, Lockable Storage Drawers & Roll-out Work Shelves to design your own Weapons Cabinet. All components are secured inside the Weapons Cabinets prior to shipping but can be changed with little effort if your requirement changes in the future. All cabinets are complete with a bi-parting steel tambour door with key lock.

- **3 Compartment Hand Gun Insert**
  - 3 point lock mechanism
  - 3 Abloy key locks (2 keys per lock)
  - Internal rubber matting in each compartment

- **Storage Drawer with Lockable lid**
  - Abloy lockable hinged lid
  - 2 HD spring hinges
  - 100 lb capacity

- **Rifle Drawer for M4/C8 Rifles** (5 capacity)
  - 2 Abloy key locks
  - Heavy gauge lock down bar
  - Rifle stock and barrel rest

Weapon Cabinets available in Black Santex or Grey Santex
Carl Gustav Secure Weapons Cabinet
Specially designed to store Carl Gustav M2/M3 Weapons.

- 4 Capacity
- Pad Lockable outer Gates with Abloy Keylock
- Pad Lockable Cannon Saddle (2 capacity)
- 64.5"H (1638mm) x 42"W (1066mm) x 21"D (533mm)

Heavy Duty M2 Securing Rack
4 Receivers and 8 Barrels
Designed for Armory, Mobile & Shipboard requirements
54"H (1371mm) x 55"W (1397mm) x 12"D (330mm)

60mm Mortar Tube Storage
7 Capacity with specially designed upper and lower supports.
Designed for use with 48"H SWR

81mm Mortar Tube Storage
5 Capacity with specially designed upper and lower supports
Designed for use with 64.5"H SWR
The Mobile Weapon Cart has a capacity of up to 20 long guns. Customize both sides of your weapon cart any way you want to and secure virtually any weapon for transport. Complete with 4 heavy duty casters, steering handles, IWSP panels on both sides and designed to go through most doorways easily. Change your Weapon Cart configuration any time you want by using any of the IWSP components.

Available in Black Santex only

49.5"H (1257mm) x 34.25"W (869mm) x 26.75"D (680mm)
Originally designed for US Air Marshalls this robust, foam lined pistol box is easily carried in a satchel, back pack or brief case. The 24” (610mm) security cable interlocks with the pistol box and allows you to secure to a permanent secure fixture.

**Pistol Transport Box**  
with 3-digit combo lock and security cable.  
Product # 050-92145  
10”W x 7”D x 2”H (254mm x 178mm x 51mm)

**4 Compartment Pistol / Taser Locker**  
with 3-digit security combo lock.  
Product #050-91804  
14”W x 15”D x 12.5”H (356mm x 381mm x 318mm)  
Number Plate (Optional) Product #050-91805

Four secure individual compartments for Pistols or Taser with accessories. Heavy gauge construction and rubber matting inside makes these the perfect compact storage. Units can be stacked and fastened to each other or can be used on top of our Weapon Lockers for long guns.

Shown with Weapon Locker  
See page 7 for more info.
**Pistol & Components Cabinet**
- 5 Drawer Heavy Duty Cabinet
- Customize any drawer (Empty, Pistols or Compartments)
- Drawers come with a rubber matting inlay
- Large left to right dividers for making rows
- Small Dividers used to set compartment sizes (adjustable anytime)
- Grey Santex Finish

**Secure Taser Cabinet**
- Secure up to 20 Tasers per Cabinet
  (2 Tasers per compartment)
- Individually locked roll-out compartments
  (master keying is an option)
- Drawers can charge Taser Camera, Cell, Tablet, Laptop etc....
- Stackable
- Grey Santex Finish

---

050-98500 5 Drawer Pistol /Component Cabinet (41.5"W x 25"D x 45"H) (1054 x 635 x 1143mm)
050-98510 Left to Right divider for drawer
050-98515 Compartment divider
050-98530 Pistol/Magazine insert - 30 Capacity
050-98700 Black Rubber Matting for Cabinet top

050-96000 Taser Cabinet: Empty 26”H x 25”W x 22”D
050-96010 Door with key lock
050-96050 Taser Drawer: 2 Compartment (no power)
050-96051 Adjustable Storage shelf
999-12284 2 Outlet power source for Taser Drawer
999-12936 Power source for Taser Cabinet
(must order ONE only if using powered drawers)
Law Enforcement/Military Lockers
Build to suit with options such as:
- Vented doors
- Padlock or keylock
- Shelves
- Hanger bar
- Inner Components panel
- Inner lockable compartments
- Adjustable Weapon Components
- Adjustable storage components for:
  - Pistols, Tasers, Cuffs, Batons, Holsters, Laptops and much more

Mobile M16/C7/870 Case and M4/C8/MP5 Case
- 6 Capacity

Mobile Pistol Case
- 12 Handgun Capacity

I.W.S.P.
Integrated Weapon Storage Platform

Internationally
Securing Weapons
on Land, Sea & Air